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Integrations and Extensions

Oracle Integration and Extension
Within our client’s Enterprise business systems we recognise the needs for real end to end control. In this
data sheet we cover the Global minds solutions that have been developed over many years to meet recurring
needs.
Business data flows into Oracle Applications and may cross application boundaries before being reported
upon. The ability to manage many data sources in a unified way is a key area our clients identified. We talk
about the solution in the next section.
When your business requires supplemental data flows, rules or augmentation we have technical expertise to
implement fully compliant extensions using native oracle Cloud components. An example architecture might
look like this:

KEY BENEFITS
•

Enterprise Integration

•

Fixed Priced

•

Extensible and
Configurable

•

Full Data Lineage

•

Fully Reconcilable

•

Error Notifications

Internal integration between Oracle applications is generally sufficient, but where complex enterprise data
does need supplemental information GML have a reusable and 100% Oracle compliant extension framework
to make the Standardised SaaS solution work for you.
Outbound Integration to downstream systems or Data Lakes, can be easily performed from Oracle Analytics
Cloud, where real time data can be made available on demand.
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Integrations – Introducing Unified Hub
Using Oracle Integration Cloud Global Minds has developed an Enterprise transaction processing centre
called ‘Unified Hub’. Unified takes all inbound data, from whatever system and seamlessly manages the
process from source to acquisition by Oracle Cloud Applications. Business users have a single point of truth
for all integrations as well as complete tie back reporting, automatic error processing and notifications.

K E Y

F E A T U R E S

•

Discovery Lead

•

Proven
Methodology

•

100% Oracle
Compliance

•

Full Automated
Integrations

As a business grows, new systems feed Oracle Applications and Unified is designed to be easy to add
additional sources. Source data can be of any type and Unified is able to stage all data of all types to preserve
data lineage.
Key Features of our Integration solution
•

Any source can plug-in via OIC, SOA

•

Any target application e.g. GL, FAH (for 3rd party Subledger data), Purchasing.

•

All managed under one system

•

Error Handling Automated, Error logging, automatic replay on fix

•

Source to application reconciliation e.g. what source data created what Oracle applications data
entry / transaction etc.

•

Transformation, Mapping and Rules application

•

Comprehensive notifications with intelligent error messages

•

Fully supported by GML 24/7
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Our Value Proposition
We are best placed to help you optimise the Integration and Extension needs for your systems.
The journey to realising the potential for truly unified data management for Cloud can begin with a Discovery.
In this session, which is free of charge, we can identify the appropriate solution and create a fixed price
project offering.
We are:
•

A partner with a team of Oracle and business experts that don’t just understand Oracle technology
but know how to work with you to optimise the solution to best fit your business requirements.

•

A partner who intimately understands business process, Oracle technology, integration with
extensive experience of implementations and upgrades of Oracle ERP.

•

Oracle Partner with Certified, Oracle specialist consultants following our proven methodologies to
ensure all our projects are underpinned by our rigorous project management methodology.

•

Focused on Customer Success ensuring our customers realise the business benefits and support
the continual improvement of business process offered by Oracle Cloud Applications.

•

We are a high-energy team with a passion for creating easy-to-use and accessible integrations. We
strive to make the most difficult of tasks more intuitive
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